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We have sat at the feet of the poets _______ sang of heaven, and they
have told us their dreams.
1.

He thought of Melissa, from _______ he had heard nothing since he last
saw her.
2.

Something about his attitude puzzled the man _______ watched him.3.

Between this period and the 6th of April, the same practitioner attended two
other patients, both of _______ were attacked with the same disease and
died.

4.

If you can find any one in my line _______ will give you five dollars for
either, you had better take it and call yourself a fortunate man.
5.

Here was a man _______ thought that education was useless, forcing
himself to believe in the influence of education.
6.

He needed advice, the advice of those _______ had more knowledge than
he had of the merits of relief cases.
7.

Once upon a time there lived a girl _______ lost her father and mother
when she was quite a tiny child.
8.

Also, this stiletto, but from _______, I must again repeat, I do not know.9.

The whole family stood in perfect silence round the father, _______ had
wit enough to know what that silence implied.
10.

He rode up to it, and saw a little old woman, _______ appeared to be at
least a hundred years old.
11.

The stranger _______ sees her in his company believes her a happy
woman.
12.

His father had been absent for three or four days to one of the commercial
seaports, on business with some merchants with _______ he was connected
in trade.

13.
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There's a fortune waiting somewhere out in space for the man _______
can go out there and claim it.
14.

For the sake of a joke, he will laugh at those _______ hold precisely the
same opinion as himself.
15.

Lamarck was one of those men of _______ I believe it has been said that
they have brain upon the brain.
16.

The brief preamble sets forth by _______ it was formed, for what
purposes, and for whose benefit and protection.
17.

It was said that they persecuted terribly, but _______ said so?18.

The hapless movement touched her, _______ had no fear of her
father-none.
19.

The dreams of Oriental fancy have become the sober facts of our
every-day life, and the chemist is the magician to _______ we owe them.
20.
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